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Abstract: Partial face identification (PFR) is a free setting could be an important task, particularly in things wherever 

partial face pictures area unit doubtless control by force because of the blockage, no longer visible, and huge viewing 

angle. This  is study of proposes a completely unique partial face identification  approach, known as Dynamic Feature 

Matching (DFM), which mixes totally Convolutional Networks (FCNs) and thin illustration Classification (SRC) to 

handle partial face recognition downside no matter numerous face sizes. DFM doesn't need previous position info of 

partial faces against a characterized face. By dividing computation, to map the feature area unit calculated from the 

whole input image once, that yields a major quicker. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

FACE feeling has succeed large improvement over last few years because of the fast development of extreme. Convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) and is been wide utilized in several sensible state of affairs, as well as Attendance System, Banking. 

Even though the presentations of face identification algorithms are higher, most of those algorithms aren't able to handle partial 

faces properly in unrestrained environments while not user cooperation. During a typical scene captured by a video observation 

camera.  

1) Occluded by objects, like faces of different people, sunglasses, a hat or a scarf;  

2) captured in varied create while not user cooperation and consciousness;  

3) Positioned part outside the camera’s read.  

Additionally, police investigation videos area unit very important clues for case investigation, wherever ineligible suspects  

might gift solely a part of their faces. Therefore, it's very important to generate a face recognition system that works for each 

holistic faces and partial faces. Face detection has achieved smart progress over the past few years because of the fast 

development of deep (CNN) convolution neural networks. a footing to handle partial faces properly in abandoned environments 

while not user collaboration. The presentation of face recognition algorithms is best most of these algorithms do not appear to 

be during a position. 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sr 

no. 

Title Year Advantage / Disadvantage 

1 Dynamic Feature Matching for Partial Face 

Recognition./Lingxiao He, Haiqing Li, Qi 

Zhang, Zhenan Sun Member,IEEE. 

2018 Adv: 

.Widely used many practical scenario 

. The Main reason of multi-scale illustration is 

to improve scale variation. 

DisAdv: 

. Face image Recognizing an random patch . 

2 Random Sampling for Patch-based Face 

Recognition./ Ismahane Cheheb, Noor Al-

Maadeed, Somaya Al-Madeed, Ahmed 

Bouridane , Richard Jiang 

2017 Adv: 

Changing shape of face recognition using 

training data. 

DisAdv: 

Difficult to compute Dot product of Vectors.  

3. Multiscale Representation for Partial Face 

Recognition Under Near Infrared 

Illumination./ Ismahane Cheheb, Noor Al-

Maadeed, Somaya Al-Madeed, Ahmed 

Bouridane , Richard Jiang. 

2016 Adv: 

Planned the characteristics of partial face 

image. 

disAdv: 

Single Local Representation is not strong for 

face recognition 

 

4 Spatial Pyramid Pooling in Deep 

Convolutional Networks for Visual 

2015 Adv: 

Handing different Scales, sizes and Aspect ratio 

for flexible. 
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Recognition./ Kaiming He, Xiangyu 

Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, and Jian Sun 

DisAdv: 

Issues is taking a 1/3 training data for visual 

recognition.  

5 DeepFace: Closing the Gap to Human-

Level Performance in Face Verification./ 

Y. Taigman, M. Yang, M. Ranzato, and L. 

Wolf.  

 

2014 Adv: 

We gift a system (Deep Face) that has 

closed the bulk of the remaining gap within 

the most well-liked benchmarking at 

liberty face recognition 

Dis Adv: 

That coupling a 3D model-based alignment 

with giant capability feed forward 

models will effectively learn 

from several examples. 

 

 

III.  PROPOSED WORK 

A.  Algorithm— 

  CNN are used to map image data to an output variable. They have so effective that they are ready to use method to any type 

of assumption problem of image data as an input. 

Face Recognition: 

 It requires no physical action on behalf of the user. 

 It is correct and allows for high enrollment and verification and identification. 

 It can use your existing hardware, software, cameras will work without problem. 

Image Processing: 

 Face identification software is based on the ability to first detect face which is a technological perfect in itself. 

Our face is recognize using distinguishable landmarks there are many nodal points on a human face like width of nose, cheekbone, 

chin distance between eyes. 

These points are measure to create a numerical matrix, it represents a face in database in matrix format. 

 

Design— 

 
 

The future partial face recognition approach, Dynamic Feature Matching (DFM), combines FCN with SRC, achieving progressive 

presentation in procedure ability and recognition correctness. Sparse illustration Classification. Wright et al. introduced a well-

known SRC technique for face recognition, achieving a strong performance below occlusions and illumination variations. Similar 

studies supported SRC concerning face recognition have additionally been conducted. Liao et al. planned associate degree 

alignment-free partial face recognition approach supported SRC Partial Face Recognition. Several approaches planned for finding 

partial face recognition are keypoint based. Hu et al. planned associate degree approach supported SIFT descriptor illustration that 
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doesn't need alignment, and also the similarities between a research patch and every face image within the gallery ar computed by 

the instance-to-class distance with the distributed constraint 

 

B.  Methodology – 

Face recognition is one among the foremost difficult applications of image analysis and pattern recognition. Face 

recognition ways perform well on the photographs that square measure collected with careful cooperation of the themes. 

Whereas, the challenges of modification in illumination, expression, create build this downside tougher. Age changes the facial 

texture and form whereas occluded pictures left partial face expression for process, therefore creating the matter of face 

recognition a lot of tougher. This paper presents an outline and a general classification of face 

recognition ways alongside their professionals and cons. we have a tendency to gift a comparison across totally 

different ways and conclude by discussing potential future directions. 

IV.  ANALYSIS 

 

In this we can analyze that face can be divided into images and videos. Then we can capture faces in images and videos to collect 

the record for employee. 

V.  IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 
 

 In Image Processing we are used two algorithm that is feature extraction and feature classification. 

  In feature Extraction the image can be extracted in matrix format. 

 In feature classification we can define known or unknown faces to find out employee who are known or unknown. 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

Using CNN Method we improve the face recognition system.CNN is very simple in term of calculation. It also improve 

speed of recognition. It require only one scanning without any need to complicate and also it recognize partial face.  
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